
WAVETREE uses StorageCraft Technology to 
resolve a cyber-attack for Scott Aerospace
Business continuity you can trust

So tell me about WAVETREE.
Well, last October we had some fairly major organization changes – one of the consequence of this was that we 
needed to find someone to look after our IT. WAVETREE were recommended to us so we brought them in for chat. 
      
They just “got” us – they understand our business and they know what we need.

So they offer us a fully proactive managed service and it includes a fully managed IFS (ERP system).

One of the issues we had was on business continuity – at that time we were using tape I felt that it was area 
where we were vulnerable. The guys at WAVETREE  agreed and so they implemented their WAVETREE 
protect Suite - a solution which utilises StorageCraft Technology. I had never heard of StorageCraft but I 
trusted the guys at WAVETREE and they recommended it as the best. As recent events would demonstrate, they 
were right.

Was that it? Was there a ransom demand?
To be honest we didn’t drill down into it – we 

just let WAVETREE do their thing – and we were 
back up and running in a couple of hours.

At any point were you really concerned?
I think at this point Jonathan realises that I am 

underwhelmed by the complete lack of drama and 
excitement in the story.

He laughs as he apologises – I am sorry that the story 
is not so thrilling – but we are very happy that is 

reassuringly boring – in fact it reinforces our confidence 
in our technology and our partners at WAVETREE.

I caught up with Jonathan Anstee, MD of Scott Aerospace, 
they had a recent cyber-attack and I was interested in 
hearing a firsthand account.

So Jonathan tell me what happened?
We received an email – which on the surface looked like something we 
were expecting – so we had no reason to be suspicious. We clicked on 
the link and suddenly files started disappearing.

What happened then?
Well, we called WAVETREE (our IT service provider) and they confirmed 
our suspicion that it was a malicious attack. They shut down the 
servers to prevent a spread of the infection and then restored 
from a previous backup. As they back up every 15 minutes, it was 
really good because we only lost about 15 minutes of work.

When I think of cyber-attacks, I envision an initial moment of 
shock and then a growing sense of horror as you watch your 
data getting locked down or destroyed. I imagine tense minutes 
and hours as the time runs out, a scramble to pull together 
your bitcoin ransom and the unpalatable reality that you 
now have to pay someone to get back what is yours.
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SCOTT AEROSPACE

Scott Aerospace, specialise in the design and manufacture of Ground Support Equipment, Tooling and 
Components for the Aerospace, Nuclear, Defence and Water Industries. They have an impressive customer base 
and have been awarded with ISO9001, British Aerospace Approval and Rolls Royce approval 

WAVETREE

WAVETREE are a forward thinking IT support and high quality solutions provider based in Cheltenham. 
Transforming IT within your business

WAVETREE believes IT should work without distraction to your business.

WAVETREE prides itself on operating as part of your business enabling WAVETREE to gain an understanding of both 
your team and your business priorities.

Any advice for other companies?
Yes – make sure your Disaster Recovery plan is in place and 
tested. We got hit - and this is very important - We were hit not 
because we were careless - because we are NOT careless.....

If you were still using your old tape solution, how do think the recent cyber-
attack would have played out? (see I’m still chasing a bit of drama)
Well I really don’t want to think about that. We would have lost a lot of data. And 
that would have been catastrophic. Our data is our business, its propriety designs 
that we have created over a number of years - with our own design team and in 
collaboration with our customers. You are talking about my lifetime’s work and 
the livelihood of our 60 employees. So we absolutely know the value of our data 
and we are committed to keeping it safe.

...These attackers are very smart – So any company can be hit - 
what differentiates us is how we deal with it. I’m sure in many cases 
it is the big drama that you imagine - but for us it was a small blip 
and then it’s business as usual.
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